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**About Simply Piano**

With the Simply Piano app, players can learn to play the piano by using their smartphone or tablet.

For this purpose, the app provides numerous lessons and courses that can be used by both

beginners and professionals.

You always wanted to learn to play the piano, but the piano lessons were always too expensive for

you? With the Simply Piano app, you can easily learn to play the piano by using your smartphone or

tablet. The app offers you numerous lessons and courses that will challenge you optimally and

keep track of your progress. To use the app, you simply need to place your smartphone or tablet

on your piano or keyboard. When you start playing, the app recognizes the song and gives you

immediate feedback on how you play. Simply Piano provides you with both classical pieces and

modern pop songs. Whether you're a beginner or a piano professional, Simply Piano lets you

improve your skills fast and effectively.

**Simply Piano - Features:** 

- Learn to play the piano: With the help of the Simply Piano app you can learn to play the piano

within a few weeks. To use the app, you just have to put your smartphone or tablet on your piano

or keyboard. When you start playing, the app instantly recognizes which piece you play. During

your play, you will get immediate feedback from the app, which will help you to avoid errors or

inaccuracies in the future.

- Browse the library: Simply Piano has a large music library. In this library, you will not only find

classical pieces from, for example, Mozart or Bach, but also modern pop songs like Chandelier,

Imagine or All of Me. 

- Learn the basics: Absolute beginners are provided with helpful courses and lessons in the app.

You get to know the piano playing from the ground up and are guided step by step through all

important lessons. For example, you first learn how to actually read note sheets. Later lessons

also show how to play the piano with both hands. You also have the option to slow down all songs

from the library. If you adjust the songs to your own pace, you can learn them even easier and

faster.

Conclusion: Simply Piano is a very helpful app, if you want to learn to play piano quickly and easily.

The individual courses and lessons of the app are all understandable and guide you through the

basics of piano playing. Another advantage is that the app is suitable for both beginners and

professionals and can be used by any age group.


